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Virtually 100% of the caregivers new to this
approach ask, “Do we need to order (baseline)
testing before we start the nutrients?” The
answer to the question is, “No!” Since we had a
front row seat to the marketing of baseline
testing before starting nutrients, I would like to
start by covering a brief history.

Caregivers were lined up like shorn sheep. Without
bothering to check the science, other labs began
promoting fraudulent claims.

Next came a lab claiming that baseline testing
was not only required, but it could also do many
marvelous things. Claims included baseline
testing of serotonin and dopamine was needed
to help select the nutrients required; baseline
testing represents blood levels, baseline testing
represented brain concentrations, and several
other unsubstantiated claims. None of these
fantastic myths were true.

To make things clear, baseline urinary serotonin and
dopamine testing have no valid indications other than
acting as a screening tool to determine which patient
needs to collect a 24-hour urine. On the next page is the
hard data supporting the claims made on this page.

In 2011, we published a peer-reviewed paper posted on
the National Institute of Health NCBI website. This paper
fully discredits the use of baseline testing for all the
applications claimed. The title of the paper is: The
In 2001, quietly in the back ground, this research validity of urinary monoamine assay sales under the
“spot baseline urinary neurotransmitter testing
project was evaluating baseline urinary
serotonin and dopamine testing. Before this, the marketing model.”
only indication for baseline testing was as a
The original lab that promoted unsubstantiated baseline
screening tool used to establish the need for 24- urinary serotonin and dopamine testing, have since paid
hour urine to make the diagnosis of
over $15 million in fines for mis-calibration of lab testing
pheochromocytoma and carcinoid syndrome. As equipment and fraudulent billing for lab testing. But, the
covered below, baseline testing results are
beat goes on. There are still labs out there promoting
random and not reproducible. Therefore, they
fraudulent baseline testing whose scientific foundation
have no diagnositic or predictive value.
teaches away from the applications they are promoting.
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Baseline urinary testing is of no diagnositic value, it is
random and not reproducable from one day to the next.

Baseline
Test 1

Baseline test 2,
42 days later

Early on, we told all caregivers, "Baseline testing is
of no value, it should not be done." This had no
effect. We recieved hundreds of baseline testing
samples. Many sent in two baseline samples from
the same patient obtained on different days. We
recieved so many double baseline tests statistical
validity was achieved.

Statistacal
analysis results
Baseline Serotonin
Dopamine
Norepinephrine
Epinephrine
are random and
not reproducable,
of no diagnostic
value. Invalidity
was
demonstrated by
the marched pairs
T test. Testing is
only valid in the
competitive
inhibition state
when significant
amounts of
serotonin and
dopamine
precursors are
administered
simultaneously.
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In the first decade of the twenty first
century, numerous labs were claiming
that urinary serotonin and dopamine had
been strained from the system and placed
directly into the urine without processing.
None of this is true. The serotoin and
dopamine filtered at the glomerulus are
completely metabolized by the kidneys.
What shows up in the urine is serotonin
and dopamine newly synthesized by the
kidneys that was not transported into the
system to meet systemic needs. 1

This research project was:

1

The links of the chain were previoulsly
published, we put them together.

These two columns are
screen shots from reference 1

1 Stein A. et al Amino acid-responsive Crohn’s disease: a case study Clinical and Experimental
Gastroenterology 2010:3 171–177
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VALIDITY OF TESTING
CENTRALLY ACTING MONOAMINES
Salivary testing of monoamines are of no value. The values fluctuations from minute to minute.
Serum testing of centrally acting monoamine is not reproducible, therefore of no value. As soon as
you introduce a needle for phlebotomy, the baseline serum levels change.
Spot baseline urinary monoamine testing of serotonin, dopamine, norepinephrine, and
epinephrine in the endogenous state (taking no or one amino acid precursor) is of no diagnostic
value. The only valid application is as a screening tool.
Urinary testing of monoamine is only valid in the competitive inhibition state while
administering serotonin and dopamine precursors simultaneously. Monoamine assays are only of
value when interpreted under the three-phase model.
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